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Abstract. Traffic management and route guidance are optimization problems by nature. In this article, we
consider algorithms for centralized route guidance and discus fairness aspects for the individual user result-
ing from optimal route guidance policies. The first part of this article deals with the mathematical aspects of
these optimization problems from the viewpoint of network flow theory. We present algorithms which solve
the constrained multicommodity minimum cost flow problem (CM F) to optimality. A feasible routing is
given by a flow x, and the cost of flow x is the total travel time spnt in the network. The corresponding
optimum is a restricted system optimum with a globally contrlled constrained or fairness factorL > 1.
This approach implements a compromise between user equilibri m and system optimum. The goal is to
find a route guidance strategy which minimizes global and community criteria with individual needs as con-
straints. The fairness factorL restricts the set of all feasible routes to the subset of acceptable routes. This
might include the avoidance of routes which are much longer than shortest routes, the exclusion of certain
streets, preferences for scenic paths, or restrictions on the umber of turns to be taken. Most remarkably is
that the subset of acceptable routes can also be interpretedas a mental map of routes.
In the second part we apply our CMCF algorithms in a large scale multi-agent transportation simulation
toolkit, which is called MATSIM-T. We use as initial routes the ones computed by our CMCF algorithms.
This choice of initial routes makes it possible to exploit the optimization potential within the simulation
much better then it was done before. The result is a speed up ofthe iteration process in the simulation. We
compare the existing simulation toolkit with the new integration of CMCF to proof our results.
1 Introduction
In view of the steadily growing car traffic and the limited capacity of our street networks, we are facing
a situation where methods for better traffic management are becoming more and more important.
Studies [34] show that an individual blind choice of routes lads to travel times that are between
6% and 19% longer than necessary. On the other hand, telematics and sensory devices are providing
detailed information about the actual traffic flows, thus making data available that is necessary to
employ better means of traffic management.
Traffic management and route guidance are optimization problems by nature. We want to utilize
the available street network in such a way that the total network load is minimized or thethroughput
is maximized. The first part of this article deals with the mathematical aspects of these optimiza-
tion problems from the viewpoint of network flow theory. Thisis, in our opinion, currently the most
promising method to get structural insights into the behavior of traffic flows in large, real-life net-
works. It also provides a bridge between variational inequalities [14] and traffic simulation [9,38]
or models based on fluid dynamics [40], which are two other comm n approaches to study traffic
problems.
Fluid models and other models based on differential equations are well suited to capture the dy-
namical behavior of traffic as a continuous quantity, but they can not yet handle large networks. On
the other hand, simulation is a powerful tool to evaluate traffic scenarios, but it misses the optimiza-
tion potential. The second part of this article can be seen asa fir t step towards the exploitation of the
optimization potential within traffic simulations.
⋆ This work was partly supported by the German Research Foundatio (DFG grant MO 446/5-2).
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Traffic flows have two important features that make them difficult to study mathematically. One
is congestion, and the other istime. Congestion captures the fact that travel times increase with the
amount of flow on the streets, while time refers to the movement of cars or agents (in simulations)
along a path as a flow over time. The mathematical models of traffic flows become increasingly more
difficult as they capture more and more of these two features.The section on static flow problems deals
with flows both without and with congestion. The section gives an introduction to the classical static
network flow theory and discusses basic results in this area.The presented insights are also at the core
of more complex models and algorithms discussed later on in this section when we add congestion to
the static flow model. The static flow with congestion becomesa realistic traffic model for rush-hour
traffic where the effect of flow changing over time is secondary compared to the immense impact of
delays due to congestion. We consider algorithms for centralized route guidance and discuss fairness
aspects for the individual user resulting from optimal route guidance policies.
Although this article presents new and innovative approaches in the field, the development of suit-
able mathematical tools and algorithms which can deal with large real-world traffic networks remains
an open problem. The inherent complexity of many traffic flow problems constitutes a major challenge
for future research.
2 Static Flows
An exhaustive mathematical treatment of network flow theorystarted around the middle of the last
century with the ground-breaking work of Ford and Fulkerson[17]. Historically, the study of network
flows mainly originates from problems related to the transportation of materials or goods, for instance,
for instance, see [24,27,33]. For a detailed survey of the history of network flow problems we refer to
the work of Schrijver [44].
2.1 Static Flow Problems
Usually, flows are defined on networks (directed graphs)G = (V, E) with capacitiesue ≥ 0 and, in
some settings, alsocostsce on the arcse ∈ E. The set of nodesV is partitioned intosourcenodes,
intermediatenodes, andsinknodes. On an intuitive level, flow emerges from the source nodes, travels
through the arcs of the network via intermediate nodes to thesinks, where it is finally absorbed. More
precisely, astatic flowx assigns a value0 ≤ xe ≤ ue to every arce ∈ E of the network such that for












≤ 0 if v is a source,
= 0 if v is an intermediate node,
≥ 0 if v is a sink.
(1)
Here,δ+(v) andδ−(v) denote the set of arcse leaving nodev and entering nodev, respectively. Thus,
the left hand side of (1) is the net amount of flow entering nodev. For intermediate nodes this quantity
must obviously be zero; this requirement is usually referred to asflow conservation constraint. A flow
x is said tosatisfy the demands and suppliesdv, v ∈ V , if the left hand side of (1) is equal todv for
every nodev ∈ V . In this setting, nodesv with negative demandv (i.e., positive supply−dv) are
sources and nodes with positive demand are sinks. A necessary condition for the existence of such a
flow is
∑
v∈V dv = 0. Observe that the sum of the left hand side of (1) over allv ∈ V is always equal
to 0.
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A flow problem in a networkG = (V, E) with several sourcesS ⊂ V and several sinksT ⊂ V
can easily be reduced to a problem with a single source and a single sink: introduce a newsuper-
sources and a newsuper-sinkt. Then add an arc(s, v) of capacityu(s,v) := −dv for every source
v ∈ S and an arc(w, t) of capacityu(w,t) := dw for every sinkw ∈ T . In the resulting network






For the case of one single sources and one single sinkt, the flowx is called ans-t-flow and the
left hand side of (1) forv = t is thes-t-flow valuewhich we denote by|x|. Due to flow conservation
constraints, the absolute value of the left hand side of (1) for v = s also equals the flow value. In
other words, all flow leaving the source must finally arrive atthe sink. Ford and Fulkerson [16,17] and
independently Elias, Feinstein, and Shannon [15] show in their so-calledMax-Flow-Min-Cut Theorem
that the maximums-t-flow value is equal to the minimum capacity of ans-t-cut. Ans-t-cutδ+(S) is
given by a subset of verticesS ⊆ V \ {t}, s ∈ S, and defined as the set of arcs going fromS to its






−(v)). Thecapacityof ans-t-cut is the
sum of the capacities of all arcs in the cut. Ford and Fulkerson [17] also observe that the Max-Flow-
Min-Cut Theorem can be interpreted as a special case of linear programming duality. Today, a variety
of efficient (i.e., polynomial time) algorithms are known for computing ans-t-flow of maximum value
and a corresponding minimum capacity cut. We refer to the standard textbook by Ahuja, Magnanti,
and Orlin [1] for a detailed account of results and algorithms in this area. A further structural result
for s-t-flows we would like to mention here is one by Ford and Fulkerson [17]: any givens-t-flow can
be decomposed into the sum of flows of valuexP on certains-t-pathsP ∈ P and flows of valuexC









xC for all e ∈ E.
Moreover, the number of paths and cycles in this decomposition can be bounded by the number of
arcs, i.e.,|P| + |C| ≤ |E|.
In the setting with costs on the arcs, the cost of a static flowx is defined asc(x) :=
∑
e∈E ce xe.
For given demands and suppliesdv, v ∈ V , theminimum cost flow problemasks for a flowx with
minimum costc(x) satisfying the demands and supplies . As for the maximum flow pr blem discussed
above, various efficient algorithms are known for this problem and a variety of structural structural
characterizations of optimal solutions has been derived. Again, we refer to [1] for details.
A static flow problem which turns out to be considerably harder than the maximum flow and the
minimum cost flow problem is themulticommodity flow problem. Everycommodityi ∈ K is given
by a source-sink pairsi, ti ∈ V and a prescribed flow valuedi. The task is to find ansi-ti-flow xi of
valuedi for every commodityi ∈ K such that the sum of these flows obeys the arc capacities, i.e.,
∑
i∈K(xi)e ≤ ue for all e ∈ E. So far, no combinatorial algorithm has been developed which solves
this problem efficiently. On the other hand, polynomial timealgorithms exist which, however, rely on
a linear programming formulation of the problem and thus on ge eral linear programming techniques
such as the ellipsoid method or interior point algorithms, for instance, see [1].
2.2 Static Traffic Flows with Congestion
In the previous section we have considered static flows wheretransit times on the arcs are fixed. This
assumption is no longer true in situations where congestiondoes occur. Congestion means that the
transit timeτe on an arce is no longer constant, but a monotonically increasing, convex function
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τe(xe) of the flow valuexe on that arce. Congestion is inherent to car traffic, but also occurs in
evacuation planning, production systems, and communication networks. In all of these applications
the amount of time needed to traverse an arc of the underlyingnetwork increases as the arc becomes
more congested.
Congestion in static traffic networks has been studied for a long time by traffic engineers, for
instance, see [45]. It models the rush hour situation in which flow between different origins and des-
tinations is sent over a longer period of time. From a global system-oriented point of view, the usual
objective to be optimized is the overall road usage which canbe viewed as the sum of all individual
travel times.
User Equilibrium and System Optimum From a macroscopic point of view, such a static traffic
network with congestion can be modeled by a multicommodity flow problem, in which each com-
modity i ∈ K represents two locations in the network between whichdi cars are to be routed per unit
of time. The data(si, ti, di), i ∈ K, form the so-calledorigin-destination matrix. Feasible routings
are given by flowsx, and the costc(x) of flow x is the total travel time spent in the network. On arc
e, the flowx then induces a transit timeτe(xe), which is observed by allxe flow units using that arc
e. So the total travel time may be written asc(x) =
∑
e∈E xe τe(xe).
It is usually more convenient to think of feasible routings in terms offlows on pathsinstead of
flows on arcs. Then, for every commodityi, thedi amounts of flow sent betweensi andti are routed
along certain pathsP from the setPi of possible paths betweensi and ti. These pathsP can be
seen as the choice of routes that users take when they want to drive from si to ti. On the other hand,
any solutionx in path formulation can be seen as a route recommendation to the users of the traffic
network, and thus as a route guidance strategy. Therefore, it is reasonable to study properties of flows
as route recommendations and investigate their quality within this model.
Current route guidance systems are very simple in this respect and usually they can only recom-
mend shortest or quickest paths without considering the effect on the congestion that their recommen-
dation will have. Simulations show that users of such a simple route guidance system will — due to
the congestion caused by the recommendation — experience log r travel times when the percentage
of users of such a system gets larger.
Without any guidance and without capacity restrictions, but full information about the traffic situ-
ation, users will try to choose a fastest route and achieve a Nash equilibrium, the so-calleduser equi-
librium. Such an equilibrium is defined by the property that no drivercan get a faster path through
the network when everybody else stays with his route. One canshow that in such an equilibrium state
all flow carrying pathsP in eachPi have the same travel timeτP =
∑
e∈P xe τe(xe), and, further-
more, if allτe are strictly increasing and twice differentiable, then thevalue of the user equilibrium is
unique. It is thus characterized by certain fairness, sinceall users of the same origin destination pair
have the same travel time. Therefore, it has been widely useda a reasonable solution to the static
traffic problem with congestion. Computing the routes of theus r equilibrium is usually referred to
astraffic assignment problem. It was originally introduced by Wardrop [47] in order to model natural
driver behavior, and has been studied extensively in the literature; see [45]. For a convex and twice
differentiable transit time functionτe, the traffic assignment problem can be formulated as a convex
optimization problem with convex separable objective and li ear constraints. It is usually solved with
the Frank-Wolfe algorithm [18], which is essentially a feasible direction method.
The advantage of the user equilibrium lies in the fact that itcan be achieved without traffic control
(it only needs selfish users) and that it represents certain fair ess (same travel time on each route).
However, it does not necessarily optimize the overall road usage. Roughgarden and Tardos [43] inves-
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tigate the difference that can occur between the user equilibri m and the system optimum, which is
defined as a flowx minimizing the total travel time
∑
e∈E xe τe(xe). In general, the overall road usage
in the user equilibrium may be arbitrarily larger than in thesystem optimum, but it is never more than
the road usage incurred by optimally routing twice as much traffic.
Another unfavorable property of the user equilibrium is a non-monotonicity property with respect
to network expansion. This is illustrated by theBraess paradox, where adding a new road to a network
with fixed demands actuallyincreasesthe overall road usage obtained in the updated user equilibri m
[10,45,21].
So one may ask what can be achieved by centralized traffic management. It is clear that the system
optimum would provide the best possible solution by definitio . But it may have long routes for indi-
vidual users and thus misses fairness, which makes it undesirable as a route guidance policy (unless
routes are enforced upon users by pricing and/or observation). T quantify the phenomenon of long
routes in the system optimum, Roughgarden [42] introduces ame sure of unfairness. Theunfairness
is the maximum ratio between the travel time along a route in the system optimum and that of a
route in the user equilibrium. It turns out that even under reasonable assumptions on the transit time
functions, the unfairness may be arbitrarily bad.
In computational terms, user equilibrium and system optimum are quite related problems in net-
works without capacities on the arcs. In fact, the system optimum is the user equilibrium for the
modified transit time function̄τe(xe) = τe(xe) + xe
dτe(xe)
dxe
; see [8]. It may thus also be computed
with the Frank-Wolfe algorithm.
2.3 Restricted System Optimum
Can one overcome the unfairness in the system optimum by introducing constraints on the paths
that may be recommended as routes? This problem has been investigat d by Jahn, M̈ohring, and
Schulz [26] for static traffic networks with congestion and arc capacities. They consider for each
commodityi only a subset̄Pi ⊆ Pi of admissible paths. In the simplest case, admissibility is defined
by geographical length in the following way. Every arce has a geographical lengthℓe, and path
P ∈ Pi is admissibleif its geographical lengthℓP :=
∑
e∈P ℓe does not exceed the geographical
length of a shortest path betweensi andti by a certain, globally controlledfairness factorL > 1, e.g.,
L = 1.2. The corresponding optimum is arestricted system optimumfor the original problem and the
total travel time increases with1/L. An example from [26] with real data is given in Figure 1. Jahn,
Möhring, Schulz, and Stier Moses [22] show that instead of using the shortest –paths one should use
the –paths from the user equilibrium to define the set of admissible paths.
This approach implements a compromise between user equilibri m and system optimum, which
meets a demand expressed, for instance, by Beccaria and Bolelli [7]: the goal should be to ”find the
route guidance strategy which minimizes some global and community criteria with individual needs
as constraints”. In principle, also other restrictions leading to acceptable paths are possible. This might
include the exclusion of certain streets, preferences for scenic paths, or restrictions on the number of
turns to be taken.
Computations with the street network of Zurich show that thesystem optimum with length re-
strictions achieves a much better fairness than the unrestrict d system optimum. Furthermore, the
restricted system optimum avoids the larger road usage and no -monotonicity of the user equilibrium.
Here, unfairness is measured as the largest ratioℓP1/ℓP2 of the geographical path lengthsℓPj of two
flow carrying pathsP1, P2, for any origin-destination pair. The unfairness of the system optimum
may go up to 3 and more, while its control via the fairness factor L also implies a strongly corre-
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Fig. 1. System optimum with restrictions on path lengths: One commodity routed through the road network between the
marked nodes. The left-hand side image displays the system opti um in which flow is distributed over the whole network
in order to avoid high arc flows that would incur high arc transit times. In the right-hand side image the same amount of flow
gets routed, but this time with a restriction on the geographical path lengths. Line thickness denotes arc capacity (yellow)
and arc usage (blue).
lated fairness for other length measures such as actual trave imes or travel times in the uncongested
network.
2.4 Algorithmic Issues
The computations have been done with an algorithm developedin [26], which is an extension of the
Frank-Wolfe algorithm. It has been implemented in a software package called CMCF (Constrained
Minimum Cost Flow). It uses a path based flow model, where every potential pathP ∈ ∪i∈K P̄i is
represented by a path flow variablexP . However, these paths are only given implicitly by the length
constraints
∑
e∈P ℓe ≤ Lλ(si, ti) for a path betweensi andti, whereλ(si, ti) is the shortest path
length betweensi andti.
For constanttravel timesτe, this problem can be solved by linear programming with column
generation which avoids an explicit generation of all (possibly exponentially many) admissible paths.
We refer to [1] for details of this common technique. One maintains a linear program (themaster
program) with a subset of the variables (enough to contain a basis). Checking the master program
for optimality then reduces to aconstrained shortest path problemin the given network: compute a
shortest path (where the length is influenced by the dual solution of the master program) such that the
geographic length constraint
∑
e∈P ℓe ≤ Lλ(si, ti) is preserved. Then either optimality is established
and the current solution in the master problem is optimal, orthe e are paths that are too long. These
paths are added to the master problem (usually in exchange for others) and one iterates.
This is the point in the algorithm where also other conditions the paths could be considered.
They can be dealt with in the current algorithm if the shortest path problem resulting from the linear
programming optimality conditions can be combined with therestrictions defining the paths.
The constrained shortest path problem isNP-hard in the weak sense, but can be solved in rea-
sonable time by an adaptation of Dijkstra’s algorithm for Paeto optimal shortest paths; see [2]. This
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adaptation requires maintaining a set of labels at every node which express the current Pareto opti-
mal paths from the origin to that node. The algorithm reducesessentially to a repeated application of
Dijkstras algorithm and runs polynomial in the maximum number of labels generated at a node.
The non-linear case is dealt with as in the Frank-Wolfe algorithm. One first computes a feasible
directiony − x = argmin{∇c(x)Ty | y feasible flow} of the objective functionc at the current flow
x and then a step sizeλ by line search. The next solution is then obtained asx := x + λ(y − x).
At first glance, this natural approach seems to be infeasiblence the objective functionc(x) involves
all of the many path variablesxP . But the scalar product∇c(x)Ty can equivalently be expressed in
arc variable vectors, thus reducing the number of variablesto the number of arcs in the network. Also
the line search can be reduced to the number of paths that actully carry flow, which does not get too
large.
Figure 2 illustrates the nesting of the different steps in the algorithm. It becomes clear that algo-
rithms for shortest paths and constrained shortest paths are at the core of the algorithm and that their
run time largely determines the efficiency of the whole algorithm. We are currently working to make
this approach scalable in order to make it applicable to larger networks. To this end, we are imple-
menting and testing several approaches to speed up the calculation of shortest paths and restricted
shortest paths, see [30,37] more details on acceleration tech iques for (constrained) shortest paths.
shortest paths, e. g. Dijkstra
algorithm for constrained shortest paths
simplex algorithm
feasible direction method (Frank-Wolfe)
Fig. 2.Steps in computing the restricted system optimum.
3 Large Scale Multi-Agent Transportation Simulation
The main idea of using multi-agent simulations in transportation planning is to combine each single
aspect of thefour Step Processin transportation planning [45],Activity-Based Demand Generation
(ADG) (discussed by [29]), implemented by [46,39] and others) andDynamic Traffic Assignment
(DTA) [28,19] into highly dependent decision making processes ofeach individual of the given sce-
nario. These decision making processes lead to a complete plan of what a person wants to do: where
to perform an activity, in which order different activitiesshould be performed, at which time a trip
occurs and which route, and mode the trip will be done.
The detailed outcome will then be executed in a physical enviro ment in which all the individuals
actually interact with each other, i.e., producing congestion and spillbacks on a network, see [13].
Because of the interaction of the persons, the outcome of theexecution will differ from what has been
planned actually by the individuals. These information cantherefore be used to adapt the decision
making process such that the second outcome does perform better (does have a better utility) then the
first try.
This leads to the following feedback algorithm (more information can be found in [41]):
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1. Start with an initial guess of a complete plan of each individual of the given scenario.
2. Execute the initial guess in an physical environment.
3. Evaluate the performance (also called utility or fitness)of the executed plans.
4. Re-adjust some (or all) parts of the decision making process based on the outcome of the previous
execution.
5. Go to step 2
MATSIM-T [35] is such a multi-agent micro simulation based on the idea described above.
3.1 MATSIM-T—A Large Scale Micro-Simulation
In order to provide a tool to produce the requested daily plans we are developing the multi-agent
travel simulation toolkit, MATSIM-T [35], which is an agent-based micro simulation system of daily
demand. The agents have daily activity plans that they use todescribe how they act in the virtual
world. Each agent has the desire to perform optimal according to a utility function that defines what a
useful day is. Each agent can change his or her daily decisions to get a higher overall utility. This can
be interpreted as learning. When the agents end up in a situation where none is able to improve his or
her plan, they are in a user equilibrium and the learning loopends. Assuming that a user equilibrium
is a state of the system that we are looking for we get a set of daily pl ns of all agents that represent a
typical state of the world.
Figure 3 shows the detailed structure of the MATSIM toolkit;see also Balmer et al. [4]. The core
lies in the MATSIM-DB which stores all information of a givenscenario including the disaggregated
description of each individual living in that region. The modular approach of MATSIM-T makes
it possible to plug in models and algorithms in any part of thewhole demand modeling process.
Logically MATSIM-T is split up into different modeling steps:
1. MATSIM-DBParsers are interfaces to fill up the database with description of the scenario.
2. MATSIM-DATAcombines, consolidates and validates the data.
3. MATSIM-INIcreates a synthetic population out of the given data points and assigns initial demand
for each individual.
4. MATSIM-EAoptimizes iteratively the individual demand using time- and route-replanning mod-
ules until a stable state is reached.
5. MATSIM-ANALYISdefines the collection of statistical and visual outcome of any part of
MATSIM-T.
More detailed information can be found in Balmer [4] and Balmer [3] and the description of the current
state of research of MATSIM-EA and its modules are shown in Charypar [12] and Meister [36]. The
focus of this paper is theMATSIM-IIDM of MATSIM-INI: the creation of the initial demand of each
inhabitant. More precisely, we focus on the assignment of the initial routes for each individual.
4 Combining CMCF with MATSIM-T
While the current simulation system has proved to work, see [4], there is still a substantial compu-
tational effort involved in simulating the learning of daily plans for all virtual persons involved in a
scenario. This is especially the case when looking at large scale scenarios with 1 million persons or
more.
We will focus on how the speed of the overall learning system can be increased by improving
the performance of individual modules such as the replanning module (responsible for creating new
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plans for each agent), the traffic micro simulation and also the modeling of the initial state of each
individual.
Compared with Balmer [6], the results presented by Charypar[12] and Meister [36] showed that
the calculation time of the system can be decreased from several w eks to about one day by us-
ing enhanced replanning modules of MATSIM-EA. Since the iteration process of MATSIM-EA are
now reduced to ca. 50 iterations until the stable state is found, it is worthwhile to put more effort
into MATSIM-IIDM to produce more realistic initial demand of each individual of the given sce-
nario. In other words, producing more realistic initial demand leads to less iteration until relaxation of
MATSIM-EA (saving only 5 iterations means already a speedupof 10%).
Recently, the initial routes choice of each agent was calculted with a time-dependent dynamic
Dijkstra router (Balmer et al. [5]). It has the disadvantagethat it calculates the shortest routes based on
the unloaded network; see [4]. In other words, the dynamic Dijkstra router calculates static shortest
paths for each individual of the system. This initialization produces an unrealistic amount of con-
gestion for the first iteration of MATSIM-EA. Therefore we now replace the initial route assigning
process step by the CMCF module. The following section presents the experimental setup of different
scenarios and analyzes the computational performance of MATSIM-EA with and without CMCF.
Fig. 3.Structure of MATSIM-T (Multi-Agent Transportation SIMulation Toolkit) combined with CMCF (Constrained Mul-
ticommodity Flow).
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5 Experimental Setup and Computational Results
In this section, we describe each of the experiments conducte and present the computational results.
5.1 Transit Time Function
The CMCF framework is applicable to any transit time function that is monotonically increasing,
convex, and twice differentiable. To apply CMCF within the MATSIM-T framework we need a transit
time functionτe associated with each linke ∈ E such that:
– τe is monotonically increasing, convex, and twice differentiable, and
– τe approximates the link transit times of the queue model applied in MATSIM-T well enough.
The MATSIM-T framework uses a deterministic queue model (see C tin [11] for more details) where
the link transit time is the sum of free speed travel time and queue waiting time of that link. The free
speed travel time of each link is given in the input data. The waiting time in a link queue depends on
– the outflow capacity of that link queue,
– the outflow capacity of neighbouring link queues, i.e., queues of links ending in the same node,
and
– the queue capacity of following links.
Therefore, the link transit time in the simulation is an almost linear function that can be approximated
by τ0+τ(x), whereτ0 is the free flow transit time andτ(x) is defined by using splines of third degree:






















3.60 − 6.79x + 15.24(x − 0.2)3 if 0 < x < 0.5,
1.96 − 2.67x + 13.72(x − 0.5)2 − 26.21(x − 0.5)3 if 0.5 ≤ x < 0.7,
0.66 − 0.33x − 2.01(x − 0.7)2 + 3.34(x − 0.73) if 0.7 ≤ x < 1,
0.87 − 0.63x + 1.00(x − 1)2 − 0.65(x − 1)3 if 1 ≤ x < 1.5,
0.27 − 0.12x + 0.20(x − 1.5)2 − 0.13(x − 1.5)3 if 1.5 ≤ x < 2,
0 else.
5.2 Scenarios
We run our experiments on two different scenarios:
1. an artificial corridor network with a Manhattan’s grid system of links (15 nodes and 24 links) and
almost equal capacities on each link
2. parts of the Zurich street network (2210 nodes and 6334 links)
On each of these scenarios, we used different numbers of agents: 100, 500, and 900 agents on Scenario
1 and 2037, 20018, and 50022 agents on Scenario 2. Since our static flow model is more appropriate
for rush hour situations, the results produced by CMCF getting better for higher numbers of agents,
i.e. more congested networks. For each scenario and each agent setting, we started MATSIM-T twice:
one run with the shortest paths in the uncongested network for each agent demand as initial routes
and one run with the routes computed by CMCF as initial routes. Each run computed 200 iterations
of MATSIM-T. Figure 4 shows the computational results of ourtests.
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5.3 Fairness Factor
The fairness factorL is set to a very large number except for the experiments concerning the variation
of L. The fairness factorL was varied on the Zurich Scenario with 20018 agents from 1.0,1.05, and
1.2 to one billion. An agenti is restricted to paths shorter thanL times the length of the shortest
si-ti-path. For sufficiently large numbers ofL all si-ti-paths are allowed, but the smallerL is set, the
smaller is the number of admissible paths per agent. Therefore reducingL reduces also the size of the
mental map per agent.
5.4 Experimental Environment
We implemented the MATSIM-T framework and CMCF in C++ using GNU C++ compiler version
3.3.5 [20] on a Linux 2.6 system (Novell SUSE 10). All computations were done on a 32-bit Intel
Pentium IV processor, 2.80GHz, 1 GB memory. CPLEX version 10.0 [25] was used for solving the
LPs.
5.5 Computational Running Times
Due to space restrictions in this extended abstract we presents only a few of our computational times.
Computing the initial routes for the Corridor Scenario by CMF takes fractions of a second. On
this Scenario with 900 agents 200 iterations with MATSIM-T (SP) take 1 hour and with MATSIM-T
(CMCF) this reduces to 56 minutes.
The computation time increases considerably on the real world scenario of Zurich: computing the
initial routes by CMCF for 50022 agents on this scenario takes 1:30 hour. Computing 200 iterations
with MATSIM-T (SP) take 17:51 hours and with MATSIM-T (CMCF), this reduces to 14:54 hours.
6 Discussion and Outlook
CMCF computes routes for a static flow model with congestion.If we use these routes as initial routes
in the simulation, the speed up gets better when the number ofcongestions in the network increases.
An example we discussed was the road network of Zurich: 20018and 50022 agents on the Zurich
network lead to a highly congested network and therefore thespeed up of CMCF initial routes is
best on this setting. We were able to save up to 1:30 hour of computation time for 200 MATSIM-
T iterations and even better we achieved much better travel tim s per agents on highly congested
networks; see Figure 4(e) and 4(f). To gain a good speed up notonly for highly congested networks,
more realistic network flow models need to be applied, such ast e rate-dependent model (Hall and
Schilling [23]) or other flow over time models, for instance,s e [31,32,22].
CMCF computes an optimal fractional solution which is transformed into an integral solution by
rounding up fractional flow values on each path. The integral(rounded) flow is still feasible, but it
might not be optimal; see [26]. Because of this, MATSIM-T canthen still find a better solution than
the integral (rounded) solution found by CMCF.
It is remarkable that on the Zurich network with 50022 agents, Figure 4(f), the average travel
time per agent is considerably higher with shortest path initial routes than with CMCF initial routes:
almost 500 seconds of travel time per agent. Even after 200 iterations this gap could not be closed
by MATSIM-T with shortest paths as initial routes. This indicates that the optimal route assignment
approach by CMCF exploits the optimization potential within MATSIM-T much better than the short-
est paths approach which was used before. Currently CMCF is appropriate for network sizes of up to



























































































































































































































(i) CSP with factor 1.2
Fig. 4. Computational Results for the Corridor and Zurich Scenariowith different numbers of agents and for the Zurich
Scenario with 20018 agents and different fairness factorsL.
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The globally controlledconstrainedor fairness factorL > 1 allows an easy implementation of a
mental map per agent. In principle, all kinds of acceptable routes can be modeled by this. Increasing
the fairness factor leads to a larger set of admissible pathswhere an agent can chose from. A larger
selection of admissible paths then leads to smaller travel times per agent: see Figure 4(g),4(h), and
4(i).
CMCF computes a restricted system optimum while MATSIM-T computes a Nash equilibrium.
Therefore the overall transit time increases with higher iteration numbers when we use CMCF routes
as initial routes in MATSIM-T. This can be seen in Figure 4 in the case of highly congested networks.
As a next step it is highly desirable to replace the dynamic Dijkstra router in MATSIM-EA by
a CMCF router. This would reduce the number of iterations to just one. Furthermore, this would
implement a mental map in MATSIM-T.
The combination of MATSIM-T with CMCF as a replanning moduleis a combination of two
different interpretations of ”congestion”. While the physical micro simulation produces congestion
as ”spillback” CMCF defines it as a mathematical function. This paper gives a number of insights
into the interconnections and differences between these two approaches and along these lines deeper
research is necessary.
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